According to our previous theoretical and experimental study, additive preconditioners can be readily computed for ill conditioned matrices, but it is not straightforward how such preconditioners can help us to facilitate the solution of linear systems of equations, computation of determinants, and other fundamental matrix computations. We develop some nontrivial techniques for this task. By applying the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula and its new variations, we confine the original numerical problems to the computation of the Schur aggregates of smaller sizes. We overcome these problems by extending the classical algorithm for iterative refinement and applying advanced double-precision algorithms for high precision computation of sums and products.
Introduction
Multiplicative preconditioning is a popular technique that facilitates the solution of ill conditioned linear systems of equations Ay = b. The original basic idea is the transformation into equivalent but better conditioned linear systems M AN x = M b for y = N x and nonsingular matrices M and/or N , called preconditioners. (One of then can be the identity matrix I.) Such systems can be solved faster and/or more accurately (see [1] , [3] , [5] , [18] , and the extensive bibliography therein). More recently similar preprocessing was frequently directed towards compression of the spectrum of the singular values of an input matrix A into a smaller number of clusters, which achieves the same goal as preconditioning. The direction of preconditioning, however, remains highly important.
Multiplicative preconditioners are closely linked to the computation of the smallest singular values of an input matrix A and their associated singular vectors. Computation of these data is generally costly, and so preconditioning is usually applied to more special classes of inputs for which the data are readily available. Another problem is that the SVD-based preconditioners can easily destroy matrix structure.
Our point of departure is the alternative tchniques of additive preconditioning in [41] - [45] , [47] , [48] , [51] , [52] , that is selecting an additive preconditioner P (hereafter APC) and mapping an ill conditioned input matrix A into its better conditioned additive modification C = A + P . Hereafter we write "A-" for "additive", "APP" for "additive preprocessor", and "APC" for "additive preconditioner". We observe the three following advantages of A-preconditioning.
• APCs are readily available for a large class of matrices
• We can extend the structure and sparseness of an input matrix to APCs
• A-preconditioning has a wider range of applications, which include eigensolving, the solution of singular and nonsingular linear systems of equations, and the computation of determinants.
According to the theoretical and extensive experimental study in [43] - [45] , [47] , [48] , a well conditioned and properly scaled APP of a sufficiently large rank is likely to be an APC for a given ill conditioned matrix A as long as it is weakly random in the sense that it is generated by involving no data about the singular vectors of the matrix. In the present paper we show how such an APC can facilitate the solution of a linear system of equations Ay = b and produce the determinant of the matrix A as by-product (cf. Algorithms 7.1-7.4). At the end of Section 6 we comment on the classical problem of computing determinants and its present day importance.
Our algorithms involve some advanced techniques such as modification of the SMW inversion formula (by Sherman, Morrison, and Woodbury), extension of Wilkinson's iterative refinement, and algorithms for error-free multiplication and summation, for which we use the abbreviation MSAs. We refer the reader to [41] , [51] , [52] on A-preprocessing and A-preconditioning for computations in the null spaces and eigenspaces involving much simpler techniques.
We organize our presentation as follows. In the next section we demonstrate our approach by recursively applying rank-one modifications. In Section 3 we introduce basic definitions. In Section 4 we cover the SMW formula and its new variations. In Section 5 we link the singular values of the input matrix and of the auxiliary matrices involved in our computations. In Sections 6 and 7 we generalize our basic approach of Section 2 by allowing A-modifications of any rank. To support the resulting algorithms we extend the classical iterative refinement in Section 8. We comment on preserving matrix structure in our computations in Section 9 and on MSAs in Section 10. In Section 11 we describe our numerical tests, which confirm the efficiency of our algorithms. The tests have been performed jointly by all authors. Otherwise the paper is due to the first author.
Solving a linear system of equations with recursive rank-one modifications
Hereafter "ops" is our abbreviation for "arithmetic operations". M H denotes the Hermitian transpose of a matrix M . (M H is the transpose M T if M is a real matrix.) We assume the customary notation for matrix computations in [2] , [8] , [24] , [26] , [57] , [58] , e.g., v is a vector, I k denotes the k × k identity matrix, I is I k for an unspecified k, σ j (A) is the j-th largest singular value of a matrix A of a rank ρ for j = 1, . . . , ρ, ||A|| = σ 1 (A) is the 2-norm of a matrix A, and cond A = σ 1 (A)/σ ρ (A) is its condition number. A matrix A is ill conditioned if this number is large and is well conditioned otherwise. The concepts "large", "well conditioned" and "ill conditioned" can be quantified depending on the computational task and computer environment.
According to the cited study in [42] - [45] , A-preconditioning with a random sparse and/or structured and well conditioned APP P of a rank r is likely to decrease the condition number of an n × n ill conditioned matrix A to the level of the ratio σ 1 (A)/σ n−r (A) provided the ratio ||P ||/||A|| is neither large nor small. Now consider a nonsingular but ill conditioned linear system of n equations with n unknowns, Ay = b, where the ratio σ 1 (A)/σ n−1 (A) is not large, whereas σ n−1 (A) σ n (A). Suppose we have a rank-one APC P = uv H and a well conditioned A-modification C = A + uv H . Apply the SMW inversion formula in our Theorem 4.1 in the case of U = u and V = v and obtain that
This reduces the solution to well conditioned computations, apart from computing the value g, and we arrive at a new instance in the general class of aggregation methods. They successively a) aggregate an input I into an input I 1 of a smaller size, b) compute the solution for a given task but for the input Aggregation methods for solving linear systems of equations are well known (see, e.g., the ones in [35] , which have served as the springboard for the Algebraic Multigrid), but our novelty is the link to A-preconditioning.
The value g is absolutely small in virtue of our Theorem 5.3 (because cond 2 A is large, whereas cond 2 C is not) and thus must be computed within a small absolute error. To ensure this, we apply MSAs throughout and extend Wilkinson's iterative refinement when we compute the vectors C −1 b and C −1 u or C −H v (see Section 8) .
Next suppose that both ratios σ 1 (A)/σ n−1 (A) and σ n−1 (A)/σ n (A) are large. Then cond C is likely to be of the order of the former ratio, that is, is likely to satisfy 1 cond C cond A. We can apply our A-preconditioning and aggregation to the ill (although better) conditioned linear systems Cz = u and Cw = b and continue the process recursively until we arrive at a well conditioned matrix. This is expected to occur in r recursive steps provided the ratio σ 1 (A)/σ n−r+1 (A) is large but the ratio σ 1 (A)/σ n−r (A) is not large. We call such an integer r numerical nullity of the matrix A and write r = nnul A, complementing the numerical rank nrank A = n − nnul A. Overall the r recursive steps require (2/3)n 3 + 5rn(n + r) + O(rn) ops.
In this paper we modify the above techniques in various ways and in particular obtain their variations with better numerical properties (see Section 6). This study is naturally extended to other matrix computations in [41] , [48] , [51] , and [52] .
Basic definitions
Here are our basic definitions in addition to the ones in the previous sections.
A matrix A is normalized if ||A|| = 1 and is unitary if A H A = I. A matrix A of a rank ρ has the Frobenius norm ||A||
Hereafter we use the abbreviation "SVD" for "Singular Value Decomposition". The compact SVD of an m × n matrix A of a rank ρ is the decomposition [24] , [57] , [58] , and we write
Hereafter we represent our APCs as the products P = U V H of two rectangular matrices U and V of full ranks, thus emphasizing the role of the ranks of the APCs. 
Furthermore [24, page 50] , [57, Corollary 4.3.2] , if the matrix A is nonsingular, then so is the matrix G, and we have the Sherman-Morrison-Woodbury formula
Proof. Begin with the factorizations
which implies equations (4.1). Invert this factorization to obtain that
for some matrices X, Y , and Z. [17] and [27] ).
Remark 4.1. Equation (4.1) also follows from the two equations det
A = (det C) det(I n − C −1 U V H ) (implied by the equation A = C(I n − C −1 U V H )) and det(I r − X H Y ) = det(I n − Y X H ) [27, Exercise 1.14] for n × r matrices X = V H and Y = C −1 U . For r = 1, U = u, and V = v, (4.1) turns into the equation det A = (1 − v H C −1 u) det C (cf.
The SMW formula for the full rank matrices
Suppose the matrices A, U , V , and C = A + U V H of sizes m × n, m × r, n × r, and m × n, respectively, have full ranks. For m ≤ n deduce that the matrix
whereas for m ≥ n deduce that the matrix I n − C − U V H is nonsingular and
(cf. equations (3.1) and (3.2)). For m ≥ n substitute C ← I m and V H ← V H C − into the SMW formula in Theorem 4.1 and obtain that
For m ≤ n substitute C ← I n and U ← C − U into the SMW formula and obtain that
By combining equations (4.2)-(4.5), extend the SMW formula to rectangular matrices of full rank as follows, 
H , which should have full rank,
For smaller ranks r one can solve linear systems with the matrix G by applying the algorithms of the CG/GMRES type, even if the matrix is ill conditioned [2] , [24, Sections 10.2-10.4], [55] , [60] , but the conditioning of this matrix can become the central issue for larger ranks r.
Finally suppose we seek a solution Y of a matrix equation AY = B and use an APC U V H such that U F = B for a matrix F . Then SMW formula (4.6) implies that
where
and substitute the equation
In particular if F = 1 and U = B = u = b is a vector, then g is a scalar, and (4.7) turns into the following vector equation,
The dual SMW formula
Assume that the matrices A, U , V , and C − = A − + V U H have full rank and deduce that the matrix I n + V U H A is nonsingular and 9) whereas the matrix I m + AV U H is nonsingular and
Write q = rank(V U H ), apply the SMW formula, and obtain that
for m ≥ n and
Substitute these equations into (4.9) and (4.10) and in both cases obtain the dual SMW formula
Equations (4.11) express the matrix (C − ) − via the inverse H −1 of the matrix H, which is the Schur complement of the block −A − in the block matrix
Due to the equation
we can express the solution y to the linear system Ay = b as follows,
For q < min{m, n} we call the matrix H the dual Schur aggregate and the transition to the computations with this matrix the dual Schur Aggregation.
The norm and conditioning of a Schur aggregate
In this section we link the singular values of the matrices A, C and G in the SMW formula (4.6). This implies further estimates for the norm and conditioning of the Schur aggregate G. In particular if rank(U V H ) = nnul A > 0, then the matrix G has a small norm and both matrices C and G are well conditioned.
We deduce from equation (4.7) for F = I and
where A and C are m × n matrices of full rank and m ≥ n. Then bound (3.3) and the equation cond
For random well conditioned m × r matrices U and larger r we can expect that the ratio cond A/ cond(A − U ) is not very large, and then, informally speaking, numerical problems of computing with matrix A are translated to the computations with the matrices C and G. Next we deduce a similar property in the case of APCs U V H of any rank provided the matrix C is well conditioned.
First we estimate the jth singular values of the matrix G −1 , j = 1, . . . , r, in terms of the singular values σ j (A − ), σ 1 (C), and σ 1 (C − ). Theorem 5.2 is a special case of [58, Theorem 3.3.3] where E = I n . 
Proof. Let m ≥ n. Deduce from equation (4.3) that the matrix
Next combine equation (4.3) with Theorem 5.1 for 
Combine the latter bounds with Theorem 5.
and therefore 
Suppose A is an n×n nonsingular matrix such that nnul A = r and U V H is a random, well conditioned and properly scaled APP of a rank r. Then the values σ n−j+1 (A)/σ 1 (A) are small for j ≤ r and are not small for j > r, whereas the value σ n (C) is likely to be of the order of σ n−r (A)
. . , r are likely to be of the order of at most σ n−j+1 (A). Furthermore (cf. Corollary 5.1), cond G is likely to be of the order of (cond C) 2 σ n−r+1 (A)/σ n (A), whereas the 2-norm ||G|| = σ 1 (G) is likely to be of the order of σ n−r+1 (A). The latter value has the order of σ 1 (A)/ cond A. Thus, as we claimed, the matrix G is expected to have a small norm and to be well conditioned if ||A|| = 1 and if nnul A = r.
Finally all our estimates for matrices A, C, and G are readily extended to the dual counterparts A − , (C − ) − and H of these matrices.
The solution of linear systems of equations and the computation of determinants with the Schur Aggregation. High level description
Based on the study in the previous sections we can extend our algorithms in Section 2 by using Let us comment on these three extensions and then on computing determinants.
1. We specify the dual process in Algorithms 7.2-7.4 in the next section. Here are our introductory comments. Recursive application of dual rank-one modifications naturally mimics the recursive process in Section 2 but has an advantage of avoiding most of divisions and restricting matrix inversions to inverting a single dual A-modification at the last recusive step, where this Amodification is well conditioned. We first apply formulae (4.11) and (4.12) for U = u and V = v and obtain that
For a pair of random vectors u and v (as well as for a random vector u and for v = u) scaled so that the ratio ||vu H ||/||A − || is neither large nor small, we can expect (cf. [45] ) that cond(C − ) = cond((C − ) − ) has the order of σ 2 (A)/σ n−1 (A). If this ratio is large, we apply dual A-preconditioning and dual aggregation to the matrix h 1 
− . This produces a matrix h 2 (C −2 ) − with the condition number expected to be at the level of σ 3 (A)/σ n (A). Recursively we expect to arrive at a well conditioned matrix h q (C −q ) − in q steps provided nnul(A − ) = q (see Algorithm 7.1 in the next section). Overall in this transition we need to multiply 2q matrices of the size n × n by 2q vectors and in addition to perform either qn 2 ops including divisions (cf. equation (4.11)) or 2qn 2 ops division-free. We can apply Gaussian elimination to solve the linear system h(C −r ) − z r = hb in (2/3)n 3 +O(n 2 ) ops. The subsequent transition to the solution vector y requires only O(qn) ops (cf. equation (4.12)).
Compared to the recursive process in Section 2 for r = q, the book-keeping for the back transition to the solution y is simplified, and we can save the order of q 2 n ops at this stage, but we use extra qn 2 ops in a division-free version. Most important difference, however, is that at the stage of computing the Schur aggregates G we avoid numerical problem and do not need iterative refinement because the respective computation of the dual Schur aggregates H is divisionfree.
To support the dual recursive process we need a crude estimate for the value σ n (A), versus a crude estimate for σ 1 We can combine q recursive steps of the above dual process with r recursive steps of the primal process in Section 2. This is likely to decrease the condition number of the input matrix A to the level of σ q+1 (A)/σ n−r (A).
2. Suppose A is a nonsingular ill conditioned n × n matrix such that the ratios σ 1 /σ n−r+1 and σ n−r /σ n (resp. σ 1 /σ q and σ q+1 /σ n ) are not large, but σ n−r σ n−r+1 (resp. σ q σ q+1 ), so that the matrix A is ill conditioned due to a single jump in the spectrum of its singular values. We can find the threshold value r (resp. q) of the rank of the APC by recursively testing the values 0, 1, 2, 4, 8, . . . until we arrive at a well conditioned matrix C (resp. an ill conditioned matrix H) and then applying binary search to decrease this value.
Under this assumption a single primal APC U V H of rank r (resp. a dual APC of rank q) can replace r primal (resp. q dual) rank-one recursive steps. Overall, at both A-preconditioning and aggregation stages, we perform about as many ops as in the case of recursive rank-one modifications, except that we need to perform about 2r 3 (resp. 2q 3 ) extra ops to invert the matrix G (resp. H). Moreover, in the dual case, some additional care is needed to avoid divisions. The extra effort, however, can be more than compensated by the well known benefits of applying block matrix multiplications [24] , [57] and avoiding divisions.
We can extend the approach recursively by selecting proper ranks r i for APCs To incorporate these equations into the recursive process of A-preconditioning and aggregation, we choose the matrices U = U k and F = F k at the kth recursive step as follows,
. .. Then the kth recursive step involves a new (random) vector u k such that U k F k = b. The progress with improving the conditioning is the same as before except that the impact of the first step with U 1 = b decreases (resp. becomes nil) wherever the vector b lies near (resp. in) the range of the matrix A.
4. We refer the reader to [4] , [13] , [14] , [48] , [53] , [56] , and the extensive bibliography therein on the classical problem of computing determinants, currently highly important to the fundamental geometric and algebraic-geometric computations. In particular the computation of convex hulls and Voronoi diagrams essentially amounts to recursive computation of the signs of determinants. Performed numerically with unit roundoff (computer precision) , the sign computation can be certified if cond A < c/ for a constant c (cf. [53] ). Generally numerical computation of both sign and value of the determinant is the hardest where the input matrix is ill conditioned, which makes preconditioning highly important in this area.
Our preconditioning recipes for solving linear systems of equations are immediately extended to the determinant computation due to the following simple modifications of the SMW formulas (4.6) and (4.11),
Recursive primal and dual A-preconditioning and Schur aggregation
Next we specify the recursive processes of primal and dual A-preconditioning and Schur aggregation. We use the matrices U and V whose entries we can round to a fixed (smaller) number of bits to control or avoid rounding errors in computing the matrices C = A + U V H and H = I q + U H AV (cf. [45] ). In each recursive step we choose ranks r and q for the primal and dual APPs according to some fixed policies RANK and DUAL RANK, respectively. E.g., in every step we can set r = 1 (resp. q = 1) or let r (resp. q) be the minimum rank of a primal APP U V H (resp. dual APP V U H ) for which the matrix
is well conditioned. Another sample option is to let q be the rank of a dual APP for which we compute error-free the scalar h = det H and the adjoint matrix hH −1 (cf. Algorithms 7.3 and 7.4 and Remark 7.2). 
Compute the n × n matrix G
= I r − V H C −1 U ,
its inverse and determinant. (The computation of the matrix G may require high precision due to the cancellation of the leading bits in the representation of the entries. If this matrix is ill conditioned, set A ← G and reapply the algorithm.) 6. Compute and output the n × n matrix
and the scalar det A = (det C) det G and stop.
Algorithm 7.2. Recursive dual A-preconditioning and Schur aggregation (determinant and inverse).

Input: a nonsingular n × n matrix A and a policy DUAL RANK (cf. Remark 7.2).
Output: det A and the matrix A −1 .
Computations:
0. Choose a positive integer q according to the policy DUAL RANK.
Generate the pair of normalized n × q matricesŨ and V , such that
||Ũ|| = ||V || = 1.
Compute a crude estimate ν for the norm
||A −1 || = cond A/||A||.
Compute the matrix U = νŨ.
Compute the q × q matrix H = I q + U H AV and its inverse and determinant. If this matrix is ill conditioned, set A ← H and reapply the algorithm. (The computation of the matrix H may require high precision due to the cancellation of the leading bits in the representation of the entries. If this matrix is ill conditioned, set A ← H and reapply the algorithm.)
Compute the matrix (C
− ) −1 = A − AV H −1 U H A
and its inverse and determinant. If the matrix C − is ill conditioned, set A ← (C − )
−1 and reapply the algorithm.
Compute and output the n × n matrix
One can adjust and simplify these algorithms in the case where we only wish to solve a linear system of equations Ay = b rather than to invert a matrix A. In particular one can choose primal APCs U V H such that U f = b for some vector f and use the simplified expression (4.7).
Below is our detailed description of the dual recursive process for solving a linear system of equations and computing determinant, where we also change Stage 4 and compute the inverse H −1 as the pair of det H and adj H = (det H)H −1 , which are integral if so is the matrix H.
Algorithm 7.3. Recursive dual A-preconditioning and Schur aggregation (linear system and determinant).
Input: a nonsingular n×n matrix A, a policy DUAL RANK (cf. Remark 7.2), a vector b of dimension n, and a reasonably large tolerance t > 1.
Output: det A and a vector y satisfying the linear system Ay = b. 
Choose a positive integer q i according to the policy DUAL RANK.
Generate the pair of normalized n × q i matricesŨ i and V i , such that
||Ũ i || = ||V i || = 1.
Compute the matrix
U i = ν i−1Ũi .
Compute the q i × q i matrix
H i = I q + U H i A i−1 V i ,(7.
1)
the scalar h i = det H i , and the For an ill conditioned matrix A the algorithm reduces the computation of the determinant det A and the solution of a linear system Ay = b to the same two computational problems for the matrix A r , which is supposed to be better conditioned due to A-preprocessing in equations (7.1) and (7.2). Apart from the solution of these problems for the matrix A r at Stage B, the inversion of the matrices H i and computing their determinants at Stage A3, and the norm and condition estimation at the Initialization Stage and Stage A5, the algorithm is division-free.
Compute the matrix
Correctness of the algorithm follows from equations (4.11), (4.12), and (6.2).
Below is a specification of the algorithm under the policy q i = 1 for all i where the matrices U i and V i turn into vectors u i and v i and we still round their coordinates to a fixed (smaller) number of bits. 
1).
Computations:
STAGE A. 
Generate the pair of n-th dimensional normalized vectorsũ i and v
i , ||ũ i || = ||v i || = 1.
Compute the vector u
i = ν i−1ũi .
Compute the scalar h
i = 1 + u H i A i−1 v i .
Compute the matrix
A i = h i A i−1 − A i−1 v i u H i A i−1 .
Compute crude estimates ν i for the norm ||A
Extended iterative refinement
Consider the computation of the Schur aggregate G = I r − V T C −1 U where the input matrix A is ill conditioned, whereas its A-modification C is not. We rely on Flowchart 4.1 where we compute the matrix W = C −1 U from the matrix equation CW = U .
Under our assumptions on the matrices A and C, Theorem 5.3 implies that the norm ||G|| is small, and so the computation of every diagonal entry of the Schur aggregate G annihilates a number of its leading significant bits. Therefore we must compute these entries with a high precision, and so we apply MSAs in this computation and extend Wilkinson's iterative refinement when we compute the matrix C −1 U . In its classical form the refinement stops where the matrix W = C −1 U is computed with at most double precision. This is generally insufficient in our case. Thus we continue the steps of iterative refinement in the fashion of Hensel's lifting in [9] and [34] to improve the approximation further. As in the latter symbolic algorithm, we represent the output values as the sums of fixed-precision numbers (cf. Section 10) .
Extended iterative refinement (Outline)
Let us specify and analyze the extended iterative refinement of the matrices
Fix a sufficiently large integer k, write U 0 = U and G 0 = I r , and successively compute the matrices 
. . , k, so that the norm ||W i − W || recursively decreases until it reaches the limit posed by rounding errors.) Here is a simple example for demonstration of our extension in the case where n = 4, r = 1, and the r × r Schur aggregate G turns into a scalar. 
Theorem 5.3 defines a small upper bound on the norm ||G|| if A is an ill conditioned matrix and if the matrix C is well conditioned. Therefore, we can have G i ≈ 0 for i = 0, 1, . . . , k and some positive integer k. At the ith step of iterative refinement for i ≤ k we need to store only the most recently computed matrix G i+1 overwriting G i , and similarly we can overwrite the matrices W i−1 , U i , and F i−1 with their updates W i , U i+1 , and F i , to save the memory space.
At the stages of computing the matrices
. . , k we seek error-free output because even small relative errors can completely corrupt the matrix G. To meet the challenge, we have two tools, namely, a) MSAs and b) the truncation of the entries of the matrices U , V , C, and W i for all i.
We can choose any pair of matrices U and V up to a perturbation within a fixed small norm as long as this perturbation keeps the A-modification C = A + U V H well conditioned. Likewise, we require that the matrices C −1 and W i ← C −1 U i be computed within an error norm bound that ensures the decrease of the residual norms u i = ||U i || (and consequently the error norm e i = ||E i || since E i = C −1 U i ) by a fixed factor φ exceeding one in each iteration (cf. Corollary 8.2). For numerical inversion of the matrix C under the desired norm bound, we can apply any direct or iterative algorithm (e.g., Gaussian elimination, possibly combined with the classical numerical iterative refinement, or Newton's iteration in [40, Chapter 6] , [46] , [50] ).
Within the allowed perturbation norm, we vary the matrices U , V , C −1 , and W i for all i to decrease the number of bits in the binary representation of their entries. We first estimate from above the norm of the input perturbation and the precision of computing that ensure the output error norm within the fixed tolerance bound. Then we perturb the input within the estimated norm bound to represent it with fewer bits. In particular we set to zero the absolutely smaller input entries and round every other entry to fewer bits. Finally we perform iterative refinement and verify that it converges as expected. Otherwise correct our policy of input perturbation.
Estimates for the errors and the parameter θ = 1/φ Theorem 8.1. Consider the subiteration
Proof. Due to the assumed equations, we have
Sum the latter equations to obtain that
Substitute the equations U 0 = U and U k = CW k + CE k and obtain the theorem.
The theorem implies that the sum W 0 + · · · + W k approximates the matrix W = C −1 U with the error matrix −E k . It remains to show that the error term E i converges to zero as i → ∞.
Theorem 8.2. Assume that
Write e i = ||E i ||, u i = ||U i ||, and θ i = δ i ||C|| where
Then we have
Proof. We follow [41, Section 8] and begin with some auxiliary results. 
Proof. See [24, Section 5.5.5].
Corollary 8.1. Assume that
Combine Theorem 8.3 and Corollary 8.1 and obtain that u i+1 ≤ θ i u i and e i+1 ≤ θ i e i for θ i = δ i ||C|| and for all i. Summarize our estimates and obtain Theorem 8.2.
The theorem shows linear convergence of the error norms e i to zero as i → ∞ provided θ = max i θ i < 1. This implies linear convergence of the matrices to F , and G i+1 to G. The theorem also shows local quadratic convergence, that is doubling the number of correct bits in every step. We accomodate such a progress, however, only until this number reaches the working precision of computing, and then we shift back to performing linearly convergent computations with this precision (see Corollary 8.3) .
Let us next estimate the values θ i . We assume dealing with a well conditioned matrix C, and so the ratios r i = ||Ẽ i || F /||C|| F are small and cond(C − E i ) ≈ cond C (cf. [24, Section 3.3] , [57, Theorem 3.4.9] , [26] ). In this case the values
tend to be significantly less than one.
Precision bounds
Finally we estimate the precision required in our error-free computation of the residual matrices U i . Hereafter for a finite precision binary number b = σ Proof. The lemma follows from the equations
Proof. The lemma follows from the bounds u i+1 ≤ θ i u i and (8.1).
Lemma 8.4. We have s(U
, and all i.
Recall that in virtue of Lemma 8.2, at least one of assumptions a) and b) is always satisfied, and if the matrix C is filled with integers, then so is one of assumptions a) and c) as well. We cannot say a priori for which minimum precision bounds p andp we can ensure the progress in iterative refinement, but we can find these bounds dynamically, by first performing the computations with the IEEE standard double precision and then (if needed) increasing it recursively until convergence is observed. MSAs can handle any precision growth, but in our tests the growth was limited. We used the double precision for W i and regularly observed that s(U i+1 ) < s(W i ) + log 2 n, which was in line with Lemma 8.4 .
Counting arithmetic operations
To conclude this section, let us estimate the overall number of ops in our computations. Assume a normalized r-matrix A and a well conditioned Amodification C = A + U V H . Then ||G|| = O(1/ cond A) (see the end of Section 5), and we yield the matrix G within the error norm bound by applying O((log cond A)/ log(1/ )) steps of iterative refinement. We need O(M A,r ) double precision ops per step and therefore O((M A,r log cond A)/ log(1/ )) double precision ops overall provided we can multiply the matrix A by an n × r matrix in M A,r ops and have a crude approximation to the inverse matrix C −1 . The computational cost is low for smaller integers r and, if the matrices A, U V H , C and G share their structure and are represented with short generators, then also for larger integers r (see Section 9).
Matrix structure in the Schur Aggregation
If the matrix A can be multiplied by a vector fast, then we can choose the generators U and V to extend this property to the A-modification C = A+U V H .
Next recall Flowchart 4.1 for performing the Schur Aggregation and assume matrices A and A − having the same structure and represented with short generators. Then our estimate for the overall computational complexity of Apreprocessing decreases by the factors of r/ log h r where h ranges from zero to two, depending on the structure (see [10] , [11] , [19] , [22] , [23] , [33] , [40, Chapters 1 and 4], [49] , and the bibliography therein and in [61] ).
We apply two principles to A-preconditioning for structured matrices.
• The operations in Flowchart 4.1 as well as the inversion of the matrix G can be reduced essentially to a small number of matrix multiplications and inversions, which we perform economically by operating with short generators of the structured input and auxiliary matrices rather than their entries.
• If the matrix A has structure, we rely on [40, Section 1.5] and Lemma 4.1 to extend this structure to the matrices involved in Flowchart 4.1 as well as to G −1 (whereas matrix structure is easily lost in the SVD-based APCs of larger ranks).
All our comments above can be readily extended to the dual APPs. Various APPs with most frequently used matrix structures have been presented in [45, Examples 4.1-4.6]. Furthermore, we can apply the method of displacement transformation (see the remark below) to extend the power of these APPs to other classes of sparse and/or structured matrices, even to the classes that contain no well conditioned matrices and thus contain no well conditioned APPs [20] , [59] . [38] (see its exposition also in [40, Sections 1.7, 4.8, and 4.9] ). It was widely recognized due to the papers [21] , [25] , where the general class of Vandermonde-like multipliers in [38] was specialized to the Fourier transform multipliers, which transform the structures from the Toeplitz/Hankel into the Cauchy/Vandermonde types. This transform was used in [21] , [25] 
Multiplication/summation algorithms (an outline)
Effective MSAs in [12] , [26] , [31] , [36] , [54] , and the bibliography therein compute the sum and products with double or k-fold precision for any k, but the computations slow down for k > 2. Additive preconditioning for linear systems of equations, however, leads us to operating with the sums s = t 1 + · · · + t h that nearly vanish compared to max j |t j |. Moreover, in some cases we need these sums error-free, which one can handle by using multi-precision arithmetic, with respective slow down of the computations. To avoid the slow down, we simulate multi-precision arithmetic with double precision computations. At this stage any effective MSA (e.g., an appropriate one in [12] , [26] , [31] , [36] , or [54] ) can be incorporated into our construction. In the remainder of this section we outline a variant that employs our summation algorithm in [47] , which extends the techniques of real modular reduction from [39] (see also [15] ). In our next comments on the resulting MSAs, "addition" can stand for "addition or subtraction", "dpn" and "dpn-1" are our abbreviations for "number represented with the IEEE standard double precision", and "dpn-ν" is the set of ν such dpns. Generally their sum is a multi-precision number, but it can be implicitly represented with the set "dpn-ν" by using double precision. Likewise, we can implicitly represent a ((p + 1)ν)-bit floating point number with a dpn-ν where p + 1 is the double precision.
The MSAs incorporate the Dekker's and Veltkamp's algorithms in [7] to compute the product of a dpn-µ and a dpn-ν error-free as a dpn-γ for γ ≤ 2µν. To add a dpn-µ and a dpn-ν we just combine them into a dpn-(µ + ν).
To save some memory space without losing accuracy, we perform compressing summation where we are given a dpn-µ whose absolutely larger elements may immensely exceed the absolute value of their sum. The compressing summation outputs a (compressed) dpn-ν for the nearly minimum ν < µ that represents precisely the same sum.
We adopt compressing summation from [47] , where we perform some sequences of usual floating-point additions rarely or never interrupted with the computation of the exponent of the current floating-point approximation of the sum of h numbers that we must compute. Namely, such interruptions never occur if we adopt rounding by chopping the least significant bits. If instead we use rounding to the closest number, then we should compute this exponent but only when we update the sum, and we always add at least θp−log 2 h−O(1) new correct bits to the sum in every updating. Here θ = 1 or θ = 2 depending on our choice of the basic subroutine for floating-point summation that we apply in our MSAs. Accessing exponents of floating point numbers can be inexpensive. The IEEE floating point standard defines the function log b(x) to extract the significand and exponent of a floating point number (cf. [16] , [28] , [47] ).
Numerical tests
We tested our Algorithm 7.1 for correctly computing determinants, and this also implied testing correctness of solving linear systems involved. For comparison we also computed the same determinants by applying the Matlab Subroutine det.
We generarted the input matrices A = P ML by following [53] . Here P were permutation matrices, each swapping k random pairs of the rows of the matrix A, whereas L and M T denoted random n×n lower triangular matrices with unit diagonal entries and with integer subdiagonal entries randomly sampled from the line intervals [−η, η] for a fixed positive η. It followed that det A = (−1) k . We generated such matrices for k = 2n and k = 2n − 1 and for η ≥ 5, 000 and for n = 4, 8, 16, 32, 64.
We generated APCs U V T according to the recipes in [41] , [45] (also cf. [52] ). We first randomly generated candidate APPs U V H of recursively increasing ranks r = 1, 2, . . . until we arrived at a well conditioned A-modification C = A + U V T . More precisely, we generated two random n × r unitary matrices U and V , then truncated their entries to represent them with the precision of 20 bits, denoted the resulting matricesŨ andṼ , and computed the APP U V T = 2 qŨṼ T and the A-modificationC = A + U V T for an integer q such that 1/2 < ||U V T ||/||A|| ≤ 2. If condC was small enough, we accepted the APP U V T as the desired APC U V T . Otherwise we regenerated APP in the same way. If this did not produce a desired APP, we recomputed an APC according to the following recipe from [41] , [45] , and [52] ,
If this did not help either, we incremented r by one and repeated the computations. We encountered overflows and underflows for larger n but overcame the problems by simultaneously scaling the matrix U by factor 2 k and the matrix V by factor 2 −k for an appropriate integer k and/or by temporarily scaling the matrices I r and U by the same factor 2 h for an appropriate integer h. The selected matrices A were ill conditioned for all integers n in our range (with cond A quite steadily in the range from 10 17 to 10 25 for all n). The numerical subroutines in Matlab performed poorly for the matrices of the selected class. They have lost competition in accuracy not only to the slower symbolic subroutines in MAPLE but also to our numerical tests. Already for n = 4 and η = 5, 000, the Matlab's numerical outputs had wrong sign in over 45% out of 100,000 runs and were off from the true value of det A by the factor of two or more in over 90% of the runs. As we expected, our algorithms have outperformed the Subroutine det. Although we still relied on the standard double precision computations, our algorithms always output the correct sign and approximated the value of the determinant with relative errors within 0.001 in all our runs for n = 4, 8, 16, 32, 64 and for the same value of η.
